PRESS RELEASE
M3M Group has new President – HR
M3M India Pvt. Ltd, India’s fastest growing Real Estate conglomerate, has appointed Mr.
Surajit Banerjee as President, Human Resources. He is responsible for managing Human
Capital at M3M. His role entails leading the organization in areas, such as, encouraging
progressive ‘People Practices’ and creating a ‘hi-performing’ talent pool, organizational
development through strategic people practices, building organizational capability around a
competency framework, performance management and functional job analysis to serve
business goals.
“We are pleased to welcome Mr. Surajit Banerjee on-board. With his commitment, strong
value system and years of valuable experience, he will add immense value to the
organization. We have young and dynamic talent on-board, I am sure that with him in
command we will have a more rewarding and vibrant workplace culture with high ethical
standards and strong aspirations,” said Mr. Pankaj Bansal, Director, M3M Group on Mr.
Banerjee’s appointment.
As a seasoned HR professional, Mr. Banerjee has managed human capital in reputed
organizations like Spice Jet, Max Healthcare, DLF Group, Hindustan Lever, Reckitt
Benckiser, Airtel, etc. Mr. Banerjee has been facilitated with numerous Awards &
Recognitions.
“It is exciting to be a part of the premiere real estate firm – M3M. With expanding footprints
across the realty sector and a workplace brimming with young and dynamic talent, the
organization presents newer and challenging opportunities almost every day. It is an
invigorating experience in managing such an energetic workforce and developing
organizational practices through relentless pursuit of business excellence,” said Mr. Banerjee.
About M3M Group
M3M is one of the fastest growing real estate conglomerate with a philosophy that strives for
excellence in everything it does. M3M Group stands for ‘Magnificence in the Trinity of Men,
Materials and Money’. Group’s portfolio includes landmark projects in various real estate
verticals such as residential, commercial, educational, IT/SEZ, entertainment and hospitality.
The group has a land bank of around 800 hectares (2000 acres) across the high growth
corridors of NCR.
The Group recently delivered M3M Cosmopolitan - 1st hi-street project on Golf Course Road
(Extn), and is currently giving shape to 17 iconic projects, most of which are in advanced
stages of development and scheduled for delivery over the next 6-24 months. The motto of
the company is “quality, timely delivery and excellence”. Features like innovative, unique
and unparalleled concepts, multi-dimensional realty solutions and unmatched high service
standards, give it a distinguished identity in the industry. With prestigious awards and
accolades to its credit, M3M has achieved a lot in just a short span of time. With a long term
and futuristic approach, M3M is also expanding its footprints in international market.

